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Fadhila Ika Aprilia. A320140026. RACIAL DISCRIMINATION REFLECTED IN 

MARISSA MEYER’S NOVEL CINDER (2012): A MARXIST PERSPECTIVE. 

Abstrak 
 

Penelitian kualitatif ini bertujuan untuk menganalisis adanya diskriminasi ras dalam 
novel Cinder dengan menggunakan teori Marxist. Penelitian ini menggunakan metode 
pengumpulan data secara dokumentasi. Peneliti menggunakan dua sumber data. Yang 
pertama novel Cinder karya Marissa Meyer dan data kedua merupakan biografi penulis, 
data-data dari internet dan informasi-informasi yang berkaitan dengan penelitian ini. 
Hasil dari penelitian ini menujukan indikator dari diskriminasi ras, bagaimana 
diskriminasi ras digambarkan penulis, dan alasan penulis memilih tema diskriminasi ras. 
Peneliti menemukan perspektif Marxist dengan menggunakan lima prinsip dasar oleh 
Karl Marx. Peneliti menemukan adanya Allienation, Class Struggle, dan Revolution 
dimunculkan oleh penulis di novel ini. 
 
Kata Kunci : diskriminasi, diskriminasi ras, Cinder, Marissa Meyer, Marxisme, teori 
Marxist 

Abstract 
 

This research has aim to analyze the existance of racial discrimination in Cinder novel 
by using Marxist theory. In this research, the method of collecting data uses 
documentation technique. The reseacher uses two data resources: first, Cinder novel by 
Marissa Meyer as the main data. The second data are the bioghraphy of the author, data 
from internet, and infomations that related to this research. The result of this research 
shows the indicator of the racial discrimination, how racial discrimination depicted by 
the author, and the reason of the author choose racial discrimination as the theme of this 
novel. The researcher also finds Marxist perpective through five major priciples of 
Marxist theory by Karl Marx. The researcher finds that allienation, class struggle, and 
revolution shows by the author on this novel. 
 
Keywords : Discrimination, Racial Discrimination, Cinder, Marissa Meyer, Marxism, 
Marxist Theory 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The major problem of this study is how racial discrimination is reflected in this 

novel.Racial is an adjective used to show something that related with race. 

Discrimination from Merriam Webster dictionary explained as an act of making and 

thinking a difference. 
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In Cinder (2012), Marissa Meyer illustrated how discrimination is reflected on 

Cinder’s life. Linh Cinder, a girl who has robotic body being tortured by society. The 

setting of this novel takes place in New Beijing after world war 4, where the cyborgs 

and human live together. No unity between the citizen of New Beijing and the 

cyborgs is related with the author’s life in the United States. 

In here to prove the originality of this research, the researcher delivered the previous 

studies. Because of until today, June 5th 2018 the researcher still could not find many 

research whichused this novel as their subject study, the researcherpresented the other 

research that dealt with the same subject matter. Discrimination as the subject matter 

in this research has been conducted as the subject matter by the researchers above. 

The first researcher isSarah Rose Silvernail (2017) from North Dakota State 

University, in her research Identity theory and The Lunar Chronicles: Expanding the 

Study of Identity in Young Adult Literature. She analyze this book using Peter J. 

Burke’s identity theory focussing on Cinder’s silent identity. Her conslusion are : 

first, Cinder hates Lunar. She think that because of Lunar, cyborgs being mistreated. 

When she knows about her identity as Lunar, she needs to reeveluate the identity 

meaning and refuse the reality. Cinder’s Lunar identity is contrary with her moral 

identity that resulting denial. Second, identity theory is the best approach to identify 

the present situation because it is well-establish. It has been qualified and pass the 

test. It is also has been proven. Third, identity theory will help us to see how the 

processes that social psychologist have identified to young adult literature are present. 

The second researcher is Jill Elizabeth Coste (2013) from San Diego State University. 

She conducted a research which is titled Horror and Hope Fairy Tale Tropes in 

Contemporary Young Adult Dystopian Literature. The purpose of her research is to 

examine the intersection between dystopias and fairy tales in young adult fiction. In 

chapter 3 on her research she writes a sub-title  A Posthuman Fairy Tale : Cinderella 

Gets Wired in Cinder (2012). Her findings are; first, the ending of this novel is 

different with the common fairy tales. Cinder does not marry the prince, other wise 
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she rejected him. Second, the ending is reminding us to the capability of the injustice 

humanity. 

This book actually has unique issue that interesting to be used as the research subject. 

A lot of issues in this novel can be discussed using many literature prespective and it 

can relate to the our real world. Probably because of this novel theme is unusual and 

the novel is still early new the research that conducted by using this novel is not 

many. 

This research analyzesthe issue of racial discrimination by using anmarxist 

perspective. It aims to describe how the issue racial discrimination can be found in 

the novel. In this research, the researcher also finds Marxist perpective through five 

major priciples of Marxist theory by Karl Marx. The researcher found that 

Allienation, Class Struggle, and Revolution shown by the author on this novel. 

 

2. METHOD 

In this research, the researcher usesqualitative research study deals with data that 

came from words and other written text (Ary,2002). Qualitative research is a study 

that has purpose to provide description of phenomena and understand the process of 

interpret the social aspects or experiences (Kurniasari,2016).The material object of 

the research is Cinder (2012)novel by Marissa Meyer. The formal objectis the 

researcher is going to analyze it by using Marxist Approach.The technique of 

collecting data is documentation. The data from both primary and secondary sources 

are collected as evidence.The technique of data analysis in this research paper is 

descriptive qualitative analysis that the researcher identifies the racial discrimination 

that happened to the main characters in Cindernovel using Marxist Approach by 

using content analysis. 
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3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 The Indicators of Racial Discrimination 

There are the indicators of racial discrimination that analyzed by the 

researcher on Cinder (2012); 

3.1.1 Treated as a Robot 

Cyborg has similar position to android (robot who can act like 

human) even though they still a human. Cyborg must do everything 

that their guardian asks for. 

3.1.2 Used as a Subject of Testing 

Cyborg use as a subject of antidote testing to find vaccine for 

Letumosis. Human believe that actually that plague spreads because 

of cyborgs. Cyborgs that came from lunar has been spread that 

plague. So, the government begins to do the cyborgs draft research. 

The cyborgs draft research had been started by the some royal 

research team a year ago. People think that cyborg can’t by treated 

like human being. Because of cyborg is made by human, they must be 

grateful because of human allow them still alive. Their legal guardian 

will allow the government takes them every time. 

3.1.3 Treated as an Object 

People does not threat cyborgs as human, cyborgs has same position 

with things. Human believe that cyborgs is already become dead 

object and they made it become alive. So, it does not important when 

they use cyborgs as subject of antidote testing and maybe will end 

with death. 

3.1.4 Having No Authority to Choose 

Cyborgs do not have authority to choose their life. They made by 

human and they must be have responsibility for human life. They 

cannot do anything when their legal guardian sacrificed them as a 

object of antidote testing. A lot of cyborgs died when they used as the 
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subject of antidote testing. People in New Beijing do not care. They 

still think that it must be cyborgs who has been spread that plague. 

3.2 Depiction of Racial Discrimination 

Racial Discrimination is depicted in the novel through characters, events, and  

diction. 

3.2.1 Creating Characters 

In this novel characters can be used as the factor that decide their 

class. The researcher finds three type of characters that relate to the 

issues. Characters can be categorized into the first class characters, 

the second class characters and the lowest characters. 

a. The First Class / The Highest Level 

The author described human as the highest level in New 

Beijing at that era. Human allowed to rule the Kingdom. They 

allowed to join in every event that held by the Kingdom. They 

have authority to do everything that they want. They allowed 

to have an android and even a cyborg. 

b. The Second Class/ The Middle Class 

Lunar described as a pale human who are lived in the Moon. 

Their Queen, Levana such a cruel leader. Before she is being a 

queen, she had killed her sister, QueenChannary.Lunar have a 

purpose to expand their kingdom into the Earth, the place 

where human, cyborgs and android live. They can control 

human mind, but not every human they can take control. 

c. The third class / the lowest class 

Cyborgs and Android described as the lowest class in the 

kingdom. Android live together with human as a household. 

Their duty is to help human to do housework, assistance at 

office, and sometimes as the main source for human to look 

for money.Cyborgs, even though almost 65% of their body is 
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still human, they get same treatment like robot. They have 

legal guardian who can control their life. They have named 

but rarely human use their name to call them. 

3.2.2 Events 

There are sequence of events which leads into racial discrimination 

which is tended to the cyborgs. First, warfare. Second, the regulation 

about restricted entry for Lunar. Third, Letumosis plague. The last is 

antidote testing.Antidote testing which is only done by Cyborg made 

people undervaluing Cyborgs. They think that Cyborgs made by them 

then Cyborgs spread the Letumosis Plague.The assumption of people 

in the Eastern Commonwealth about Cyborgs leads into 

discrimination. 

3.2.3 Diction 

a. Special Expression 

The author used special expression in this novel to refer to 

particular people or a group of people.The researcher finds two 

special expression that often appear. Mutant and Cyborg 

b. Special Term 

In this novel, special term used to classifying the class of 

character related to the issue. There are three special term that 

used by author to create the characters. First, human as the highest 

class in society. Second, Lunars who live in moon. Third, 

Cyborgs as a subject of discrimination. 

3.3 Reason for Addressing Racial Discrimination 

In several interview Marissa Meyer tells us she started to join a writing 

contest Sci-Fi genre. She wrote Puss in Boots in Sci-Fi version then she have 

idea to remodeling Cinderella story with Sci-Fi influence through Cinder 

(2012). The reason for her addressing racial discrimination through her novel 

is she want to educate young people with nowdays reality. On her country, 
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United States, racial discrimination become issues that lasting.  In interview 

with Inkpot live journal, Marissa meyer stated that the world is not made of 

only white people, so fictional world either. I can be proved on her last series 

novel the main protagonist characters is come from black people. 

It is also can be seen from her posting on her Facebook in Marissa Meyer on 

August 28th 2016. She shared a video about president election in her country, 

United States. The video explain about the both candidate’s Problem. One of 

the candidate, Donald Trump faced with his racial views. Donald Trump 

known as  his racial statement. He called Mexican immigrant as criminal and 

even banned Muslims entering the United States. Through that video Marissa 

want to share her opinion to face the selection. She agreed with one line on 

that video that stated that they better choose Batman then the both of them 

A lot of reviewers stated that the relation between human and cyborgs on 

Marissa’s Novel is related to colour skin of American people. Marissa Meyer 

as the author never explain to us what actually she addressed. She only said 

the condition in Cinder’s life can be related to every person life. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

After analyzing the novel using Marxist perspective. The researcher found three 

from five major principles of marxist theory that showed by author in this novel. 

The author showed the process of alleniation happened to the main character. 

The author also depicted the class struggle and ended by revolution process. 

Alleniation showed when cyborgs blames as separator of Letumosis plague. The 

society treated cyborgs as a thing that dangerous. Cyborgs used as a subject of 

testing to find the antidote. The main character (Linh Cinder) blames as cause 

that make her foster sister, Peony died because of Letumosis. It makes her foster 

mother as her guardian volunteer her to royal research as  subject of testing. Then 

class struggle is depicted in this novel when the main character (Linh Cinder) 

and other cyborgs become volunteers of the antidote testing. Their guardian 
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sacrified them. So, they are willingly died for human to find the antidote. 

Revolution showed by the author when cyborgs finally be valuable. Cinder and 

Dr. Erland succeeded to find the antidote. Their sacrification is not meaningless. 

Finally, the Royal research that has been killed a lot of cyborgs is stopped. It can 

be concluded that trough her point of view in her novel , she want to share to the 

others about her view refered to racial discrimination issue. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Based on the analysis of the previous chapter, the researcher finds out that there 

are three conclusion. First, there are four indicators of racial discrimination 

depicted in the novel as follow: treated as a robot, used as a subject of testing, 

treated as an object, and having no authority to choose. Treated as a robot means 

that cybrogs has a same position with android (robot who can act like human) 

even though they still a human. Cyborgs must do everything that their guardian 

asking for. Used as a subject of testing means cyborg use as a subject of antidote 

testing to find vaccine for Letumosis. Treated as an object means people does not 

threat cyborgs as human, cyborgs has same position with things. Human believe 

that cyborgs is already become dead object and they made it become alive. So, it 

does not important when they use cyborgs as subject of antidote testing and 

maybe will end with death. Having no authority to choose means cyborgs do not 

have authority to choose their life. They made by human and they must be have 

responsibility for human life. They cannot do anything when their legal guardian 

sacrificed them as a object of antidote testing. Second, racial discrimination 

depicted in this novel through characters, events, and diction. In creating 

characters, the researcher found that there are three types of characters depicted 

in the novel, as follows: the highest class, the middle class and the lowest class.In 

creating events, the researcher also found that there are four plots/events of racial 

discrimination depicted in the novel as follows; Warfare, The regulation about 

restriction entry for Lunar, Letumosis plague and antidote testing. In using 
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diction, the researcher found special expression and special term that used by the 

author in this novel. Third, the reason why Marissa Meyer as the author of this 

novel spesifically addressed racial discrimination are because she want to 

educate young people with nowdays reality. On her country, United States, racial 

discrimination become issues that lasting. She said the condition in Cinder’s life 

can be related to every person life. 
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